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Zhuang,Xie is a very important representative of Xie in Liusong dynasty.He 
mainly lives in the Wen emperor period and the Xiaowu emperor period.He is good at 
poetry,and learned.Xiaowu was thinks highly of Zhuang Xie.Over the years,studies of 
Mr Xie always stay in his fomous work<Yue Fu>and the style of his poetry.We are 
not give enough attention to his life and his character.In this paper,on the basis of the 
relevant material,I try to do a in-depth comprehensive study to his family 
background,his life,personal thoughts,poems.Paper is divided into five parts,the 
specific structure as follows: 
Ⅰ. Introduction. In this part,I will give you a brief summary of Mr Xie, and 
introduction research on the Mr Xie,explain the purpose and significance of thin 
paper. 
Ⅱ.Chapter one.Life of Mr Xie.On the basis of the former researchers,I do a 
research analysis fo Mr Xie’s family background,politics and his friends. 
Ⅲ.Chapter two.Zhuang Xie’s personality and ideas.Mainly discusses the 
learned,political attitudes,as well as the influence of Confucianism,and the 
Metaphysics. 
Ⅳ.Chapter three.Creation of Zhuang Xie.According his poems’ types,I analysis 
of the contents of his poems and thoughts and feelings.Discusses his literary 
achievements. 
Ⅴ.Conclusion section summarizes the main points of this article. 
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谢曜              谢飏 
谢万 → 谢韶 → 谢思→不详              谢朏 
谢弘微 → 谢庄 → 谢颢 
                                            谢嵷 
                                            谢瀹 
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